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ADVANCED PERCEPTUAL TRAINING
Thorne Films, Inc., in cooperation with Laradon Hall for Exceptional Children, U.S.A. 1964
9min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: Aids for teaching the mentally retarded

Experiences are provided that aid the students in making decisions and drawing conclusions. The child learns to manipulate devices that are adjusted to his level of dexterity and can be altered to challenge his increasing skill. Other devices promote friendly competition among students and encourage rapid decision making. The working knowledge of words and numbers gained will help the child to meet problems encountered in his environment and to communicate in better ways.

Sale: 86490 (U.S.A.); 25267 (Canada); 42315 (International)
Dist: 17185; 63892; 72380; 17082

ANOTHER KIND OF SCHOOL
Produced by the Rotherham Corp. Health Dept., England
25min sd c 16mm MP

Demonstrates modern methods of teaching and training mentally handicapped children between the ages of five and sixteen.

Dist: 17688

ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR THE SLOW LEARNER
U.S.A. 1953
27min sd b&w 16mm MP

Crafts activities in a public school class for the educable mentally retarded. Eighteen types of arts and crafts employing free or inexpensive materials are depicted, including finger painting, woodwork, leathercraft, potato carving, wet chalk drawing, glass painting, and woodburning. Many crafts depicted could be carried on at home.

Sale: 84812
Dist: 13499, 84812
BOB AND HIS FRIENDS ON THE PLAYGROUND
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
5min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational
Shows how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. A young boy and his classmates are shown exercising, playing games, and participating in sports.
Dist: 25550

BOB AT HOME
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
5min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational
Shows an educable mentally retarded child in his home environment. Tells how a positive relationship helps the child develop various practices like telling time, crossing a street with care, helping at home, having fun with his family, and thinking of the needs of others.
Dist: 25550

BOB COMPLETES HIS MAP
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
5min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational
Demonstrates how desirable concepts are developed at home and in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Shows a young boy working on a school map project and bringing the completed work home to his family. Stresses the importance of completing assigned work and checking for accuracy. Shows how a positive relationship with family and peers helps a child's development.
Dist: 25550

BOB'S SPECIAL CLASS
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
6min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational
Demonstrates how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Shows a young boy and his classmates working with their teacher at various learning activities—reading, writing, numbers, art—and developing various concepts in self-identification and orientation.
Dist: 25550

CARE OF THE YOUNG RETARDED CHILD
International Film Bureau, Inc., U.S.A. 1965
18min sd c 16mm guide MP/VT
Shows how knowledge of normal child progress provides valuable information and guidance in the care of the young retarded child. Normal children ranging in age from a few months to six years are shown and the observation made that retarded children follow the same pattern but at a much slower growth rate. A series of feeding sequences comparing a normal child, a retarded child of the same chronological age but lower developmental level, and a normal younger child of the same developmental level, illustrates the value of early assessment of the infant in order to insure a proper feeding and training program.
Sale: 42315
Dist: 42315; 56875

A CASE OF HYPOTONIA AND PURPOSELESS MOVEMENT IN A MENTALLY DEFECTIVE CHILD AGED 5 YEARS
Produced by Department of Medical Illustration, Guy's Hospital Medical School, England 1951
3min si c 16mm guide MP
Illustrates abnormal movements seen in mentally defective children. The case shown is a girl of five years. Sequences of a normal six-months-old baby are included for comparison. (Printed clinical history of the case is included with the film.) Professional use only.
Dist: 11832

CHILDREN WITH SEVERE BRAIN INJURIES
U.S.A. 1961
23min sd c 16mm MP
A pictorial presentation of an article written by a group of doctors from the Rehabilitation Center at Philadelphia which shows a new system that has been developed for the treatment of children with severe brain injuries. Based on neurological organization, the concept is aimed at the injured central nervous system rather than at the resultant peripheral symptoms.

*Dist: 42420*

**CLINICAL STUDY OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY—ENDOCRINE TYPES**
Leavesden Hospital, England
15min si 16mm MP

This film covers the range of the grosser forms of mental deficiency of endocrine type.

*Dist: 49212*

**CLINICAL STUDY OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY—MONGOL TYPES**
Leavesden Hospital, England
15min si b&w 16mm MP

Covers the range of the grosser forms of mental deficiency of mongol type. Professional use only.

*Dist: 49212*

**CLINICAL TYPES OF MENTAL DEFICIENCIES**
Louis Belinson, M.D., and William T. Sloan, M.D., U.S.A. 1945
40min sd c 16mm MP

Presents illustrations of the main institutionalized types of mental deficiency.

*Dist: 72380*

**CLINICAL TYPES OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY**
40min sd b&w 16mm MP

Summarizes brain conditions causing mental deficiency. Demonstrates, through performance testing, classification of mental deficiencies into morons, imbeciles, and idiots. Describes the eight major patho-
logical groups of mental deficiency, using typical cases to illustrate each type.

Sale: 72380
Dist: 72380 (Showings restricted; contact 72380); 50947; 56875

COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT IN MENTAL RETARDATION
34min sd b&w 16mm MP
Reviews a three-month study of a comprehensive therapy program at the Pineland Hospital and Training Center, Pownal, Maine. Dr. Peter Bowman, superintendent of the hospital, comments on the concept of treatment of mental illness emphasizing a therapeutic rather than a custodial approach, and its application in the field of mental retardation. He discusses results of a study, intended to evaluate a therapeutic program, of 144 female patients, half of whom received chlorpromazine (Thorazine) and half placebo; and describes vocational, educational, recreational, psychological, and other therapies administered, showing details of the therapeutic program, and summarizing results of comprehensive therapy.

Dist: 80422

CONGENITAL HEMIPLEGIA WITH ATHETOSIS OF THE UPPER LIMB
England 1952
5min si c 16mm guide MP
Shows a girl of 3½ years with atonic diplegia: responses when limbs are handled; plantar responses; intellectual sub-normality. (A printed leaflet with clinical history and some teaching points is included with the film.) Professional use only.

Dist: 11832

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CHILD WITH PHENYLKETONURIA UNDER TREATMENT
Drs. J. D. Blainey, R. F. Fletcher, and J. R. Squire, England 1957
20min si c 16mm MP
Records experience with a mentally defective child with phenylketonuria fed on a phenylalanine restricted diet over a period of
The program stresses the magnitude of the problem of mental retardation in the United States, the prenatal and perinatal etiologic factors, and the environmental and psychiatric problems. Types of mental retardation responding to specific treatment are discussed by six panelists.

Dist: 72490 (M-664)

EARLY DETECTION OF PKU IN THE HOSPITAL NURSERY
Produced by Designs for Medicine, U.S.A. 1963
20min sd c 16mm MP

The procedures used in the Guthrie test for phenylketonuria are demonstrated step by step. Professional use only.

Sale: 21830
Dist: 21830

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF PHENYLKETONURIA
Dr. Hudson, Alder Hey Children's Hospital, England 1962
25min sd c 16mm MP

Stresses the importance of diagnosing the disease in very early infancy. It is directed mainly to health visitors.

Dist: 61332

EDUCATION OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
U.S.A. 1960
25min sd c 16mm MP

All phases of a well-rounded program for the education of exceptional and handicapped children, in operation to aid the hard-of-hearing, speech-handicapped, mentally retarded, and those with impaired sight are shown.

Dist: 42420

EYE ON RESEARCH: ANOTHER CHILD'S POISON
British Broadcasting Corporation Television, England 1959
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Tells how a recently discovered cure for phenylketonuria, a mental disease caused by faulty metabolism, is being successfully undertaken in British hospitals.

**Sale:** 11675  
**Dist:** 11675

**THE FARTHEST FRONTIER**  
CBS News, U.S.A. 1967  
47min sd b&w 16mm MP

A report on the revolutionary new “mind drugs.” The I.Q. of a hopelessly retarded child is brought to normal. A psychotic patient is returned to health. Shows that the drugs can improve memory and concentration, or induce abject fear or superhuman courage.

**Sale:** 14173  
**Dist:** 14173

**THE FEEBLEMINDED**  
Audio-Visual Education Service, University of Minnesota, U.S.A. 1933  
42min sd b &w 16mm MP

Mentions briefly brain conditions causing feeblemindedness. A sequence on performance tests explains the classifications of the feebleminded into morons, imbeciles, and idiots. Describes the eight major pathological groups: hypertelorism, oxycephaly, microcephaly, hydrocephaly, cretinism, mongolism, epilepsy, and cerebral palsy. Typical cases illustrate each type. Includes encephalograms in some cases to explain the pathology.

**Dist:** 92830

**FUNCTIONAL TEACHING OF NUMBERS**  
Spencer Nelson Film Productions, U.S.A. 1965  
30min sd c 16mm MP

Covers the main aspects of teaching numerical skills to the mentally retarded, including the naming and recognition of number symbols, the sequential order of numbers, number value, and number application. This was filmed at Laradon Hall in Denver, Colorado.

**Sale:** 81912

**GROUP THERAPY FOR THE SEVERELY RETARDED**  
National Association for Retarded Children, U.S.A.*
15min sd b&w 16mm MP

Depicts an experiment in therapy and demonstrates the progress made by severely retarded children who were placed in an unstructured group situation.

Dist: 82928

THE HEADBANGERS
Produced by the U.S. Public Health Service in cooperation with the Sonoma California State Hospital, U.S.A. 1965
30min sd b&w 16mm MP

Describes a treatment program for retarded, severely self-destructive children. Pictures several institutionalized children who manifest such behavior through the symptom of headbanging, one of whom blinded herself and was subsequently placed in a special study unit. Emphasizes the persistent, cooperative effort of the staff and therapist as the primary mode of treatment.

Sale: 23402
Dist: 72490 (AM-1411)

INITIAL PERCEPTUAL TRAINING
Thorne Films, Inc., in cooperation with Laradon Hall for Exceptional Children, U.S.A. 1964
8min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: Aids for teaching the mentally retarded

In the second phase of the Laradon Hall Training program, devices are used that provide exercises involving various sensory areas to help improve perceptual skills. In matching cards, nuts and bolts, and sound and weight boxes, the child learns to discriminate with respect to sight, touch, weight, and sound. Exercises with the nail board and pattern column help develop manual dexterity and improve hand-eye coordination.

Sale: 86490 (U.S.A.); 25267 (Canada); 42315 (International)
Dist: 17185; 63892; 72380; 17082

INTEGRATED MOTOR-PERCEPTUAL TRAINING
Thorne Films, Inc., in cooperation with Laradon Hall for Exceptional Children, U.S.A. 1964
6min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: Aids for teaching the mentally retarded
In another phase of the Laradon Hall Training Program the primary concern is to improve coordination of perceptual and motor processes. Hopscotch, roller skating, folk dancing, singing, and varied craft activities often point the way toward vocational aptitudes that may be developed by further training. Children participating in activities such as these usually react favorably to the climate of cooperation.

Sale: 86490 (U.S.A.); 25267 (Canada); 42315 (International)
Dist: 17185; 63892; 72380; 17082

I.Q. AND CRIME
National Educational Television. Produced by KQED-TV, U.S.A. 1958
30min sd b&w 16mm kine MP
Series: The criminal man
Discusses psychic problems and their relationship to criminality. Deals primarily with the mentally deficient individual. Explains congenital and developmental problems, organic brain damage, and deterioration.
Sale: 40600; 69730; 06120; 07500; 07520; 13793; 32555; 38543; 48897; 60269; 62265; 80119
Dist: 13499; 40600; 69730; 98500

LEARNING IN SLOW MOTION
Data Film Productions Ltd., England 1961
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Shows research into the problems of learning in the mentally subnormal, carried out at the Manor Hospital, Epsom, England. Shows how mentally subnormal adults can be trained to perform simple repetitive work in factories, and how even the severely subnormal may learn to perform similar tasks satisfactorily but at a slower pace.
Sale: 53578
Dist: 59307; 13793; 06457 thru 06712; 14725

MAKING A MAP
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
6min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational

Demonstrates how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Shows a young boy and his classmates working together with their teacher in constructing a map of their classroom. Discusses the development of concepts in direction and space orientation. Demonstrates the emphasis placed on having work ready on time, accepting help, doing a job, and taking turns.

Dist: 25550

MANY PEOPLE HELP BOB
MGS Productions. Released by Education Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
6min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational

Demonstrates how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Shows a young boy and his classmates working together with the teacher in preparing a map display for the principal. Discusses the development of various concepts in classroom and school orientation—the role of the principal, preparation for the visit, pride in work, completion of tasks, correction of errors, and practice of good manners.

Dist: 25550

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE
Produced by the Bristol Cine Society, England 1958
12min sd c 16mm MP

Shows the work of Bristol local health authority's training center of Marlborough House for mentally subnormal children and adults.

Dist: 11832; 14665; 11872

MENTAL DEFICIENCY DUE TO BIRTH INJURY, SPASTIC AND ATHETOID TYPES
Training School, U.S.A. 1930
15min si b&w 16mm MP

Demonstrates the motor handicaps resulting from intracranial birth injuries contrasting the spastic and athetoid types. Differences between the patients and their movements and that of a normal person learning a novel motor act of some difficulty may be pointed out.
Most useful when accompanied by a narrator.

**MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN GROWING UP: THE BROOKLANDS EXPERIMENT**

Produced by Basil Wright, Realist Film Unit, Ltd., England 1960
21min sd b&w 16mm MP

Covers an experimental study of sixteen children living in the Fountain Hospital. Each pair was matched for sex, age, non-verbal intelligence, and clinical diagnosis. One member of each pair was transferred to a small residential unit at Brooklands and given a different pattern of care. This is contrasted with the care given in the large, understaffed Fountain Hospital. Shows the marked and significant rise in the verbal and mental age of the Brooklands children during their two years' residence in the unit.

**MICHAEL—A MONGOLOID CHILD**

England 1960
14min sd b&w 16mm MP

Provides an intimate study of a mongoloid teen-ager living on a farm in rural England. A straightforward commentary is provided by his mother, who explains how Michael has fitted into their home and village life. Film will help minimize the near superstition still surrounding the victims of mental defects.

**MODERATE RETARDATION IN YOUNG CHILDREN**

Produced by Edward Feil Productions in cooperation with the Mental Development Center, Western Reserve University, U.S.A.
43min sd b&w 16mm MP

Demonstrates behavioral functioning of children with moderate mental retardation (55 to 75 I.Q. range). The children are seen in various individual and group activities which point out some of the similarities and differences between retarded and average individuals. Seven children are followed intensively, showing their developmental level on several tasks. The film specifically notes the quality of the relationship between teacher and child.
MOTOR TRAINING
Thorne Films, Inc., in cooperation with Laradon Hall for Exceptional children, U.S.A. 1964
11min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: Aids for teaching the mentally retarded
Improvement of impaired motor skills is the aim of the first phase of functional teaching at Laradon Hall. Unique devices and special exercises are used to stimulate the passive child to initiate activities and to help him understand cause-and-effect relationships. The crawling maze, stepping ladder, table swing, balance beam, and swimming tables improve locomotion, coordination, spatial orientation, and balance. Climbing obstacles, sinking tires, and off-center tires introduce the child to a variety of sensations and experiences through which he can increase and control his motor abilities.
Sale: 86490 (U.S.A.); 25267 (Canada); 42315 (International)
Dist: 17185; 63892; 72380; 17082

M.R.—MENTAL RETARDATION
University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. 1967
60min sd b&w 16mm MP
Shows the scope of current approaches to the problem of mental retardation. Part I emphasizes research, diagnosis, and treatment of the severely retarded. Part II relates the wide range of community services required for the trainable and educable retarded from preschool through high school to vocational rehabilitation and work experiences.
Sale: 12590
Dist: 12590

NEUROLOGICAL TESTING OF THE NEWBORN
U.S.A. 1961
50min sd c 16mm MP
A study of the components of neuromuscular development in normal infants. Defines the reflex activities which are to be studied. Uses normal infants, cerebral palsied children and line drawings as illustrations. Demonstrates and analyzes the effect of a maturing
central nervous system upon motor control.

Dist: 82933 (Professional use only)

ONE AND TWO AND THREE
Wexler Film Productions, U.S.A.
15min sd c 16mm MP

This film was especially designed to teach mentally retarded children the concept of counting. Using a slow pace and many techniques of repetition, the film develops the idea of one and two and three. Two 7½-minute units on one print allow the film to run twice without rewinding, thus providing a convenient means of immediately repeating the visual experience.

Sale: 95510

ORAL CARE AND PREVENTIVE HYGIENE FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
E. R. Squibb & Sons in cooperation with Texas Dept. of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. Produced by Sturgis-Grant Productions, U.S.A. 1966
22min sd c 16mm MP

Directed primarily at dentists, dental hygienists, and all those working in the field of mental retardation, this film stresses that good oral care is a goal with which all these disciplines should be concerned. Outlines a program which can aid in achieving this goal. Parents are shown how they can further the oral hygiene of mentally retarded children cared for at home.

Sale: 82177 (U.S.A. only)
Dist: 82177 (U.S.A. only)

PARERGASTIC REACTION (SCHIZOPHRENIA) IN A PERSON OF LOW INTELLIGENCE
A. H. Leighton. Released by Psychological Cinema Register, Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A. 1939
15min sd b&w 16mm MP

Describes the stereotypic grimaces and speech, vagueness, concrete use of abstract expressions, and neologism in a schizophrenic having suggested mental retardation. Professional use only.

Sale: 72380
Dist: 72380 (R)
PHENYLKETONURIA
Alder Hey Children's Hospital, England 1962
25min sd c 16mm MP
Emphasizes the importance of early diagnosis. The metabolic defect, its mode of inheritance, and the dietary treatment are explained by the use of animated diagrams and charts supported by a commentary. Methods of urine testing and possible errors are shown and comparison is made with healthy siblings.
Dist: 14725

PHENYLKETONURIA AND THE RESULTS OF THE TREATMENT WITH THE DIET LOW IN PHENYLALANINE
Canada 1955
25min si c 16mm MP
Shows characteristic signs and symptoms of phenylketonuria and the progress of two youngsters on the diet low in phenylalanine.
Dist: 96510

PHENYLKETONURIA, A PREVENTABLE CAUSE OF MENTAL RETARDATION
Produced by Crawley Films, Ltd., Canada 1962
16min c 16mm MP
Illustrated manifestation of phenylketonuria genetics, detection, and treatment.
Dist: 13793

PINE SCHOOL
Produced by State University of Iowa, Television Center, U.S.A. 1965
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Shows part of a research program devoted to the study of mentally retarded children, ages 3-6 years, from underprivileged homes where facilities for mental stimulation are lacking. The school attempts to provide the necessary materials for giving the children group experiences, opportunities for psychological and physical growth, and activities for the development of muscular control.
Dist: 72380

PKU DETECTION IN OREGON
U.S.A.*
Phenylketonuria (PKU) patients were photographed by the Maternal and Child Health Section of the Oregon State Board of Health to observe their progress after they were placed on a special diet. In addition to the actual cases, detection, treatment, and laboratory techniques are shown.

PKU MENTAL DEFICIENCY IS PREVENTABLE
15min sd b&w 16mm MP

The biochemistry, genetics, symptoms, diagnosis, and management of phenylketonuria (PKU) are reviewed in this film. The point that testing for PKU must become as routine and as standard for general practitioners and pediatricians as shots for DPT, polio, and smallpox is emphasized. The case histories of two siblings, both with PKU, are presented. One, a child now institutionalized with an I.Q. of 40, was not diagnosed until his third year. The other was diagnosed at two weeks, was placed on a special dietary regimen, and now, at age 4, has an I.Q. of 106. Diagnostic tests, such as Phenistix, ferric chloride, 2,4 dinitrophenylhydrazine, bacterial inhibition, and quantitative plasma analysis are described.

PKU--PREVENTABLE MENTAL RETARDATION
(PKU-Retardo mental evitable)
Produced by Richard Koch, M.D., U.S.A. 1961
15min sd c 16mm MP
Lang: English, Spanish (42315)

PKU, phenylketonuria, is one of the few forms of preventable mental retardation. Unless detected in time and properly treated, PKU, a liver enzyme deficiency, may cause severe brain damage to a child. The film shows how PKU can be detected with a simple chemical "diaper test" which can be made in hospitals, clinics, the physician's office, or at home by the parent. In a series of actual case histories, the need for universal screening of large populations of children is pointed up. Early testing—at 4 to 6 weeks—before retardation begins is a national obligation.
PKU—PREVENTABLE MENTAL RETARDATION (SECOND EDITION)
International Film Bureau, Inc., U.S.A. 1967
16min sd c 16mm MP
Shows how mental retardation due to phenylketonuria (PKU) can be prevented by early diagnosis immediately after birth. Information concerning new data on incidence of the disease, reports on the effectiveness of present procedures (including the Guthrie Blood Test), and new techniques for testing urine in the home have been included. Emphasizes the need for universal checking of all infants for PKU.
Sale: 42315
Dist: 42315

POST-INSTITUTIONAL CARE OF THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
England*
35min sd b/w 16mm MP
A child educated at a school for handicapped children gets an ordinary job, but fails in it. After careful assessment, he is placed in an institution for the mentally handicapped. Different forms of treatment for the mentally handicapped are shown in workshops and in a residential school.
Dist: 42300

THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE AND THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD
International Film Bureau, U.S.A. 1960
24min sd c 16mm MP
Depicts the aid a public health nurse can give to parents of retarded children. A typical case is documented—detection of the abnormal condition and educating the parents to cope with training situations. Professional use only.
Sale: 42315
Dist: 05603 thru 05763 (MF 20-9826; Military use only); 42315; 72380 (R); 72490 (MIS-811)
REPORT ON DOWN'S SYNDROME (MONGOLISM)
Produced by International Film Bureau, Inc., U.S.A. 1963
21min sd c 16mm MP

A comprehensive statement of Down's Syndrome, previously called Mongolism, from its first description by the British physician Langdon Down in 1866. Outlines general characteristics and treatment methods, including latest findings in the area of genetics. The development of two mongoloid children over a 6-year period provides invaluable information for parents. The advantages and rewards of warm family life and application of the routine-relaxation-repetition formula are illustrated.

Sale: 42315
Dist: 42315

THE RETARDED CHILD (1)
N. H. Isaac, Esq., B.Sc., England 1958
si 16mm MP

A short film designed as a visual aid to illustrate the formation and work of two special opportunity classes for intelligent educationally retarded children.

Dist: 42825

THE RETARDED CHILD (2)
Produced by N. H. Isaac, Esq., B.Sc., England 1961
24min si 16mm MP

A film made as a visual aid to assist a course of lectures for teachers running opportunity classes.

Dist: 42825

SHELTERED WORKSHOP
Thorne Films, Inc., in cooperation with Laradon Hall for Exceptional Children, U.S.A. 1964
5min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: Aids for teaching the mentally retarded

Actual work experiences, adjusted to the levels of their abilities, are offered to students in the training phase of the sheltered workshop program. Working on subcontract basis, participants process products that are used in the consumer market. Financial proceeds are divided among trainees who enjoy being useful and productive wage earners.
S.H.B. Film. Dr. H. Feldner-Busti, Clinic for Psychiatry and Neurology, University of Vienna, Austria 1954
30min sd c 16mm MP

A 9-year-old idiot boy is mentally retarded because of a birth injury to his brain. His motor functions developed at the appropriate time, but he never acquired speech. Apart from the normal functions of walking, standing, running, and sitting, he performed sequences of movements occurring in automatic rhythm (stereotyped movements) and showed an abnormally increased readiness to imitate movements.

Dist: 12558

THE SUBNORMAL CHILD
England
si c 35mm guide FS

Shows up-to-date care and training methods used with mentally handicapped children. Deals with etiology, diagnosis, and possible ways of preventing mental handicap. Professional use only.

Dist: 61332

TEACHING THE CHILD WHO IS RETARDED
Henry V. Cobb, M.D., U.S.A.
20min sd c 16mm MP

Classroom situations for retarded children at the University of South Dakota Summer School program. Various and detailed methods of teaching retarded children.

Sale: 16783
Dist: 81292; 20412

TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED—A POSITIVE APPROACH
University of Texas, U.S.A. 1967
25min sd b&v 16mm MP

A documentary following the progress made by four profoundly retarded children during a 4-month training program. The training
emphasis is in areas of self-care; toilet training, dressing, eating, and manners, illustrating that even the profoundly retarded can learn rather complex skills. The principles of teaching used with the severely handicapped in an institutional setting may also be applied to the less retarded who may reside in the community.

Dist: 72490 (M-1453-X)

TECHNIQUES OF NON-VERBAL PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
Produced by International Film Bureau, U.S.A. 1964
20min sd c 16mm guide MP

Shows atypical psychometric techniques. Depicts psychologic evaluation of children who cannot be examined by the usual tests, emphasizing special non-verbal techniques which permit assessment of their potential from infancy to 18 years of age. Children, suffering from mental retardation and some of its preventable forms, cerebral palsy, rare Crouzon's disease, and an inability to hear or speak intelligibly, are pictured. Shows the use of the Gesell Developmental Scales, the Leiter International Performance Scale and parts of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

Sale: 42315
Dist: 42315

TESTING MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
United Cerebral Palsy Research and Educational Foundation and the Brooklyn Jewish Hospital. Produced by Newsday, Inc., U.S.A. 1962
30min sd b&w 16mm MP

Educational evaluation of three severely handicapped children. One child has athetoid cerebral palsy, another is blind and deaf, and the third child is hyperactive and distractable.

Sale: 89080
Dist: 42420; 89080; 17392

THREE YEARS LATER, A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF RETARDED CHILDREN
Donald K. Freedheim, Ph.D. Produced by Edward Feil Productions, U.S.A. 1966
58min sd b&w 16mm MP

This is a follow-up study of six mildly retarded boys who attended the preschool of the Mental Development Center. The children are
introduced in the movie when they were in the preschool with ages ranging from 5 through 7 years. Demonstrates growth and development in the boys three years later during a special summer program for educable retarded.

Dist: 55015

TOYMAKERS
Smith Kline & French Laboratories, U.S.A. 1963
30min sd b&w 16mm guide MP
A portrayal of the lives of the mentally retarded in institutions. Depicts the range of retardation, from severe to mild, and shows how the institution must develop a varied program to meet the many needs of all the retarded, from those residents who need total nursing care to those who can be trained for work and life outside.

Dist: 80422

TREATING THE HOSPITALIZED MENTALLY RETARDED THROUGH CONDITIONING
Pacific State Hospital, U.S.A.*
sd b&w 16mm MP
The Skinnerian theory of conditioning is shown working with a retarded boy at Pacific State Hospital.

Dist: 69105

TREATMENT OF THE MENTALLY SUBNORMAL IN NEW ZEALAND
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, U.S.A. 1967
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Describes the progressive treatment program of a modern institution for the mentally retarded.

Dist: 78333

TWO PKU SISTERS IN HAWAII: DIET AND PROGRESS
Produced by the Health Education Office, Hawaii State Dept. of Health, U.S.A. 1966
5min si b&k 16mm MP
These two sisters were diagnosed in 1964 by the Children's Health Services Division, Hawaii State Health Department, and were immediately placed on a low phenylalanine diet. Shows the children in

*Dist*: 82933

**A VISIT WITH THE PRINCIPAL**

MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964

5min sd c 16mm guide MP

*Series*: MGS educational

Shows how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Describes a class visit with the school principal. Discusses correct manners for paying visits, the principal's interest in classwork and student achievement, and various safety practices that should be followed in school and on the playground.

*Dist*: 25550

**A VISIT WITH THE SCHOOL CUSTODIAN**

MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964

5min sd c 16mm guide MP

*Series*: MGS educational

Demonstrates how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Describes a visit with the school custodian. Shows children how they benefit from the work of the custodian. Teaches good manners for a visit and the importance of keeping oneself and school property neat and clean.

*Dist*: 25550

**A VISIT WITH THE SCHOOL NURSE**

MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964

5min sd c 16mm guide MP

*Series*: MGS educational

Shows how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. Describes a class visit with the school nurse. Explains the role of the nurse in the school, the value of good health habits, and the importance of basic first-aid information.

*Dist*: 25550
WORKING TO LEARN IS FUN
MGS Productions. Released by Educational Materials Distributors, U.S.A. 1964
5min sd c 16mm guide MP
Series: MGS educational

Shows how desirable concepts are developed in a special elementary-level classroom for the educable mentally retarded child. A young boy and his classmates review the value of past assignments and class visits and work on individual projects. Discusses the need to complete a task, ask for help from others, and leave the classroom in order before going home.

Dist: 25550
AND CROWN THY GOOD
Produced by Zenith Cinema Service, Otto Hangartner, Jr., U.S.A.  
35min sd c 16mm MP

A 6-year report of one community's accomplishment in providing for their severely retarded children. Training procedures and teaching techniques used in Orchard School are demonstrated. The team approach to the total program, progressing from the nursery child to the useful adult in a sheltered workshop is shown.

Dist: 68415

BACK TO CLAREMONT
Bristol Department of Public Health, England 1963
11min sd c 16mm MP

This film was made to show the progress made by some of the children who appear in the film “Claremont” (1959). The ability of the cerebral-palsied children at the special school is demonstrated in shots from the original film and compared with the muscular and academic progress made in three years. The message is that the help given is producing results, but slowly. Sudden cures and dramatic improvements can rarely be achieved. Parents and others may expect improvements if therapy and teaching are begun early enough, but the road is long and hard.

Dist: 14665

BEYOND THE SHADOWS
Colorado State Department of Public Health. Produced by Western Cine Productions, U.S.A. 1959
26min sd c 16mm MP

Reveals some of the problems and causes of mental retardation. Demonstrates how a community, through self-initiated effort, can unite in a program to help its mentally handicapped. Focuses on the city of Colorado Springs, and uncovers the step-by-step action by which a few community members assisted mentally retarded children who were unable to benefit from existing institutions. It shows how the community effort was assisted by numerous state and local agencies to establish a complete health program for the retarded children.

Dist: 03732; 13793
BRIDGE TO A WIDER WORLD
Bethesda Lutheran Home. Produced by Robert Ford Productions, U.S.A. 1965
27min sd b&w 16mm MP
Emphasizes the dignity of the retarded individual by showing the care and training of the mentally retarded at the Bethesda Lutheran Home in Watertown, Wis.
Dist: 16153

A BROKEN DREAM
Produced by Capital Film Service, U.S.A. 1956
22min sd b&w 16mm MP
Follows a young couple from the happy planning days of pregnancy, through the discovery that their child is born retarded, to their eventual understanding of the child and his needs.
Sale: 82944
Dist: 82944 (Michigan only)

BUILDING CHILDREN'S PERSONALITIES WITH CREATIVE DANCING
University of California, U.S.A. 1958
30min sd b&w/c 16mm MP
A documentary record of a teacher guiding and praising each child in a group toward a unique personal and improvised style of dancing.
Sale: 69730; 08221
Dist: 11832; 69730; 72380; 42315; 13499; 40385; 08221

CAMP FRIENDSHIP
13min sd c 16mm MP
Describes the activities and programs of Camp Friendship, a residential camp for mentally retarded children and adults that is owned and operated by the Minnesota Association for Retarded Children, Inc. Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey is shown dedicating the camp in the summer of 1966.
A CHILD IS WAITING
The National Association for Retarded Children, U.S.A.*
60min sd b&w 16mm MP
Made in a private school for retarded children, and tells the story of Reuben, who has been rejected by his mother, and of Miss Horst, a would-be teacher, who becomes emotionally involved.
Dist: 59307

THE CHILD YOU GAVE US
England*
20min sd b&w 16mm MP
Lang: Danish
The story of a mentally handicapped boy from infancy to the age of seven when he enters a special school. Printed summary, in English, supplied.
Dist: 61332

CHILDREN LIMITED
Children's Benevolent League of Washington in cooperation with the Washington State Dept. of Public Institutions, U.S.A. 1952
30min sd c 16mm MP
Illustrates one State's attempt to educate and train mentally deficient children for constructive roles in society. Discusses the social taboos surrounding this condition, and portrays the steps being taken to improve the limited world of these children.
Dist: 82837

CHILDREN WHO NEVER GROW UP
Produced by the North-West London Society for Mentally Handicapped Children, England*
45min sd c 16mm MP
An account of a day's outing in the country by the North-West London Society for Mentally Handicapped Children. Gives details of the local Training Centre.
Dist: 35053
CHIP—A FIVE YEAR OLD MONGOLOID BOY
University of Oklahoma Medical Center, U.S.A. 1966
23min sd b&w 16mm MP

A 5-year-old boy is filmed in the home under different situations—playing with a neighbor, with his parents, and during a developmental examination by the pediatrician.

Dist: 67677

A CLASS FOR TOMMY
Produced by Los Angeles City Schools, U.S.A. 1950
20min sd b&w 16mm MP

This film tells the story of a class conducted for the instruction of mentally retarded children, and centers around Tommy, a boy of six. It shows how classes and activities are especially developed to aid in overcoming both mental and physical handicaps. Watching the daily activities, the audience learns about planning sessions, block play, nutrition periods, room environment, attitude development, the work of the school nurse and dentist, and the creation of reading readiness by the teacher through the use of picture stories. Stresses the importance of teacher preparation, of teacher-parent planning, and of whole-hearted cooperation between the parent and the school.

Sale: 08221
Dist: 08221; 13793; 17189; 13499; 17185; 72380

THE CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH
England*
20min sd c 16mm MP

Tells about mentally handicapped patients at the Industrial Workshop attached to St. Lawrence's Hospital and shows various forms of work among adult patients.

Dist: 78184

A DAY AT WASHINGTON BOULEVARD SCHOOL
21min sd b&w/c 16mm MP

Depicts the activities in a Los Angeles City School for Handicapped Children who are suffering from abnormalities of the bones and joints, diseases of the brain and nervous system, diseases of the circulatory and respiratory systems, dysfunction of the endocrine glands...
and other noninfectious and noncommunicable diseases which prevent their attendance at regular schools. The film documents the educational program of the school and pictures the therapeutic techniques employed in an effort to help these youngsters overcome, as far as possible, their various handicaps. For college students, adults, professional workers, and volunteer workers.

Dist: 17139; 17185; 72380

EILDON
Gloucestershire Society for Mentally Handicapped Children, England 1960
23min sd b&w 16mm MP
This film shows a day at a Junior Training Centre and the part played by the Society in helping the work at the Centre.

Dist: 34273

ETERNAL CHILDREN
Produced by the National Film Board of Canada 1959
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Presents an intimate study of the special problems of retarded children who, through heredity, brain injury, or various other causes, are not equipped to keep pace in a competitive world. The film gives a frank and timely appraisal of the problem and shows care and training methods being evolved in special schools and institutions. Attention is focused on the urgent need to improve community facilities.

Sale: 42315; 60392
Dist: 42315; 63892; 56875; 59307; 17941

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (CONFIDENTIAL FILE)
U.S.A.*
26min sd b&w 16mm MP
Excellent dramatic presentation of parents' views and adjustments to retarded child. Included are interviews with doctors and with parents of 3½-year-old mentally retarded child. Shows school community provisions for trainable child.

Dist: 56875

FOR THOSE WHO ARE EXCEPTIONAL
U.S.A. 1957
43 min sd c 16mm MP
Describes the various educational facilities and programs provided for the mentally retarded, physically handicapped, deaf and hard-of-hearing, speech defectives, and emotionally disturbed.
Dist: 82937

FORGET NOT THESE CHILDREN
New Jersey Department of Institutions and Agencies. Produced by the Princeton Film Center, U.S.A. 1951
17 min sd c 16mm MP
Describes New Jersey's program for mentally deficient children and shows the help given the older and more capable girls that will enable them to earn a living.
Sale: 72055
Dist: 72055

GIVE THEM A CHANCE
Produced by J. Driscoll and M. Neuber, University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 1957
12 min sd b&w 16mm MP
Typical day in a public school special education class, showing characteristic activities and teaching techniques.
Sale: 72380
Dist: 72380

GLOUCESTERSHIRE SOCIETY FILM
England*
25 min sd b&w 16mm MP
Describes "Eildon," the Cheltenham Borough Training Centre.
Dist: 34273

HANDLE WITH CARE
U.S. Public Health Service. Produced by John Sutherland Productions, Inc., U.S.A. 1965
28 min sd b&w 16mm MP
Shows the varied services received by selected mentally retarded people in the greater Los Angeles area, often with the initial help of one particular agency—the Information, Counseling, and Screening Service of the Mental Retardation Community Service Center, Chil-
dren's Hospital. With a few exceptions, the retarded, their parents, and the professional personnel play themselves. Stresses the great importance of having a fixed point or place in the community on which the families of the mentally retarded can depend for early, comprehensive diagnosis and evaluation as well as for continued assistance in obtaining other needed services through the years, to assure that the retarded have the opportunity to develop to their maximum potential in a complex, fast-moving society.

**Sale:** 23402

**Dist:** 72490 (MIS-966); 17185 (U.S.A. only)

**THE HELPING HAND**

Bristol Health Committee. Produced by Bristol Cine Society, England 1960

15min sd b&w/c 16mm MP

The Helping Hand is that of the ordinary citizen who makes possible the special help that handicapped children need. Some of the facilities provided for the education and treatment of handicapped children in Bristol are shown: Winford Orthopedic Hospital, Novers Open Air School, Bristol School for the Deaf, residential schools, and a special class for educationally subnormal children in an ordinary school.

**Dist:** 14665

**HELPING HANDS**

Produced by Brainerd State School and Hospital, U.S.A.*

25min sd c 16mm MP

The story of volunteer services at the Brainerd State School and Hospital for the mentally retarded.

**Sale:** 52530

**Dist:** 56860

**HELPING THE HANDICAPPED**

Produced by the National Film Unit, New Zealand*

3min sd b&w 16mm/35mm MP

**Series:** Pictorial parade no. 119

To the Levin Training Home come Australian medical specialists to study the new work being done by New Zealand doctors and teachers in helping the intellectually handicapped.
HOLDING HANDS
I.J. Films, England 1967
20min sd b&w 16mm MP
Depicts care of the mentally ill, showing a holiday for mentally handicapped children, with Red Cross cadets helping.
Dist: 17688

THE HOPE AND THE PROMISE
Kansas State Board of Vocational Education, U.S.A. 1966
26min sd c 16mm MP
Shows progress made by three persons through different types of rehabilitation. They include an arthritic patient, an emotionally disturbed woman, and a mentally retarded boy rejected by his family.
Dist: 82937

HOUSE OF MERCY
U.S.A.*
43min sd c 16mm MP
Presentation of a religious institution for the mentally retarded.
Dist: 65132

IN GOOD HANDS
England*
20min sd b&w 16mm MP
Shows the work of special schools for mentally handicapped children in Norway.
Dist: 77414

IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE
J. F. Hemling, Britain 1963
20min sd b&w 16mm MP
A study of the activities of a school for mentally handicapped children capable of learning.
Dist: 11832

IN TENDER HANDS (En bonnes mains)
Statensfilmcentral, Norsk Film A./S., Norway 1965
20min sd b&w 16mm MP
Lang: French
Discusses a Norwegian school system for the reeducation of feeble-minded children. The role of tenderness and affection is stressed.
Dist: 82987

IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY
13min sd b&w 16mm MP
Points out the areas of need in the institutional programs and community services for mentally retarded persons in Minnesota. Makes specific recommendations for improving conditions and establishing additional services and facilities.
Sale: 56854
Dist: 56854

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES: INTRODUCTION
Syracuse University, U.S.A. 1957
29min sd b&w 16mm kine MP
Series: The exceptional child
Establishes the frame of reference for the remaining programs in the series. Explains that individual differences in children occur in physical, mental, and emotional growth and development. Describes and illustrates the special and dynamic problems of the exceptional child.
Sale: 40600; 69730; 06120; 07500; 07520; 13793; 32555; 38543; 48897; 60269; 62265; 80119
Dist: 40600; 69730; 98500

THE INNOCENTS
Retarded Children, Inc. Produced by St. Paul Association, U.S.A.*
25min sd b&w 16mm MP
This film presents a story of the mentally retarded children. It depicts what can be done to help them in a nursery and in the home, pointing out what parents can do to adjust to the situation. It also shows how the public can participate and assist in this very important task.
Dist: 56875
INTO THE SUNLIGHT
Ontario Association for Retarded Children, Canada*
15min sd c 16mm MP
Describes the activities of the Canadian Summer Camp for Trainable Mentally Retarded Children. This camp was of three weeks' duration for each 50 boys and girls with an I.Q. below 50. Shows usual camp activities, such as hiking, nature study, swimming, games, crafts, etc., modified to meet the needs of mentally retarded and so-called "exceptional" children.
Sale: 68201
Dist: 68201

INTO THE SUNLIGHT
U.S.A.*
27min sd b&w 16mm MP
Presents the various activities and services available for retarded residents at the Training School at Vineland, New Jersey.
Dist: 87150

INTO THE WORLD
Minnesota State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. Produced by Television Information Productions, U.S.A.*
27min sd b&w 16mm MP
Depicts the broad program of care and rehabilitation available to the mentally retarded in the State agency. Shows that such persons can be helped and employed, and emphasizes the value of early training for retarded children. Interviews the mother of a 7-year-old boy who has not attended public school because his parents believe he should receive only special education.
Dist: 93525

INTRODUCING THE MENTALLY RETARDED
Missouri Division of Health and Welfare, U.S.A. 1964
30min sd b&w 16mm MP
Three classifications—educable (I.Q. 50-70), trainable (I.Q. 25-50), and custodial (cannot be taught anything); and two degrees of retardation—primary, which is of hereditary origin, and secondary, which has been caused by external forces, are described. Shows serious mental retardation is often accompanied by physical disability. The need for
stimulating environment, wholesome play activities, attractive housing facilities for those who must be institutionalized, adequate hospital and laboratory accommodations is demonstrated. Job opportunities within their capabilities are depicted.

Dist: 72380

JEUNESSE DESEMPAREE (YOUTH ADRIFT)
England*
25min sd b&w 16mm MP
Lang: French

Shows the education and care of mentally handicapped children at a provincial institution in Belgium. The older children receive vocational training in preparation for an independent life as adults. This institute also helps the inmates to obtain positions with carefully selected employers and remains in contact with them after they leave the institute.

Dist: 42300

JOURNEY FORWARD
The National Association for Retarded Children, U.S.A.*
20min sd c 16mm MP

Shows youngsters of various degrees of retardation being trained through directed experiences and appropriate active participation. Later they are shown in a vocational workshop displaying their occupational skills which have been developed.

Dist: 59907

LET THERE BE LIGHT
U.S.A.*
60min sd c 16mm MP

Concerns the development of neurologically damaged children, placing emphasis on the value of creative art experiences. An animated film prepared in three episodes.

Sale: 18932
Dist: 18932

LIGHT FOR JOHN
U.S.A.*
22min sd b&w 16mm MP
Presents the problem of the exceptional individual's place in society. The film is narrated by the mother. It depicts a typical day in her son's life. She speaks of his problems in the past and of her hope for his chance in the future.

Sale: 81372
Dist: 81372

A LIGHT TO MY PATH
U.S.A.*
14min sd c 16mm MP
The film shows the training of a mentally retarded child from the nursery, of the sheltered workshops at the McDonald Training Center, Florida.
Dist: 44726; 59307

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE
Produced by the Bristol Cine Society, England 1958
12min sd c 16mm MP
Shows the work of Bristol local health authority's training center of Marlborough House for mentally subnormal children and adults.
Dist: 11832; 14665; 11872

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED: EDUCABLE
Syracuse University, U.S.A. 1951
29min sd b&w 16mm kine MP
Series: The exceptional child
Discusses the special problems of the child who is mentally handicapped but educable. Explains who they are, the problems they face in the community and the school, and what can be done to help them. Uses still photos and filmed sequences of a special class for these children to show the roles of the school in meeting the needs of the mentally handicapped.
Sale: 40600; 69730; 06120; 07500; 07520; 13793; 32555; 38543; 48897; 60269; 62265; 80119
Dist: 40600; 69730; 98500

THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN INDUSTRY
Produced by New York University Medical Center, Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, on a grant from Vocational Re-
115min mag sd (tape 1/4in 3-3/4ips) AT
   Abilities, Inc. tells of its experiences in training and employing mentally retarded persons.
   Dist: 72490 (TMIS-917)

MENTALLY RETARDED: TRAINABLE
Syracuse University, U.S.A. 1957
29min sd b&w 16mm kine MP
Series: The exceptional child
   Discusses the special problems of the severely mentally retarded child. Illustrates the relationship of these children to their family and neighbors. Describes the use of private and public day schools and their objectives. Uses classroom scenes to show the characteristics of the mentally retarded, and training methods used in light of their limited capabilities. Stress the importance of the home and the need for constant supervision.
   Sale: 06120; 07500; 07520; 13793; 32555; 38543; 48897; 40600; 69730; 60269; 62265; 80119
   Dist: 40600; 69730; 98500

MENTAL RETARDATION
Produced by New York University Medical Center, Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, on a grant from Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, U.S. Department of Health Education, and Welfare 1966
110min mag sd (tape 1/4in 33/4ips) AT
   Discusses the problems of and some solutions to the needs of individuals considered by society to be below average mentally.
   Dist: 72490 (TMIS-901)

MENTAL RETARDATION: A NATIONAL PLAN FOR A NATIONAL PROBLEM
Health Education Office, Hawaii State Health Dept., U.S.A. 1964
34slides si b&w 35mm S
   Summarizes the report of a panel appointed by President Kennedy to prepare a national plan to combat mental retardation.
   Dist: 82993
MICHAEL—A MONGOLOID CHILD
England 1960
14min sd b&w 16mm MP

Provides an intimate study of a mongoloid teen-ager living on a farm in rural England. A straightforward commentary is provided by his mother, who explains how Michael has fitted into their home and village life. Film will help minimize the near superstition still surrounding the victims of mental defects.

Sale: 72380
Dist: 11882; 72380; 63892

M. R.—MENTAL RETARDATION
University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. 1967
60min sd b&w 16mm MP

Shows the scope of current approaches to the problem of mental retardation. Part I emphasizes research, diagnosis, and treatment of the severely retarded. Part II relates the wide range of community services required for the trainable and educable retarded from preschool through high school to vocational rehabilitation and work experiences.

Sale: 12590
Dist: 12590

NEW EXPERIENCES FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
Virginia Dept. of Education, U.S.A. 1958
36min sd b&w 16mm MP

A summer camping experience for severely mentally retarded children is described.

Sale: 93325
Dist: 93325

NO LESS PRECIOUS
National Association for Retarded Children, Inc., U.S.A. 1955
15min sd b&w 16mm MP

This is a fast-moving newsreel on mental retardation giving up-to-the-minute news from widely separated areas of the United States. The following areas are presented: teacher training, a school for the severely retarded, scout troops, research, fund raising, new facilities, and Federal legislation.
NO LONGER ALONE
Produced by Crippled Children's Guild of Buffalo, Inc., U.S.A. 1961
20min sd c 16mm MP
Film follows two children through the various disciplines of the center. One boy has a physical handicap; one, a mental handicap. Parents are involved for the purpose of emphasizing acceptance of defects in home to show a metamorphosis of parents from a feeling of being alone with a child's handicap to a feeling of finding help and friends through this medical and social service department.
Sale: 19492
Dist: 19492

ONE ON EVERY STREET
Fletcher Film Productions, Ltd., Canada 1960
30min sd c 16mm MP
Gives a realistic presentation of the problems of accommodation for retarded children at the Ontario Hospital School, Orillia.
Sale: 30440
Dist: 30440

ONE SMALL CANDLE
U.S.A.*
18min sd c 16mm MP
Covers procedures in a clinic and private school for the severely retarded and multiple handicapped. Shows types of examination a parent might expect in such a clinic. Dr. Levinson and his medical staff lay stress on correct guidance of the child by the parent. Teachers demonstrate occupational therapy, recreational activity, psychological testing, and job training for the retarded child.
Dist: 68415

ORANGE GROVE SUMMER CAMP
Orange Grove School, U.S.A. 1959
20min sd c 16mm MP
Shows a 2-week camping program for trainable mentally retarded children.
OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Lancashire County Council, England*
25min sd c 16mm MP
Shows Lancashire County's provision for the mentally handicapped.
Dist: 61365

PIONEERING IN DENTAL HEALTH FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
Produced by Bay State Film Productions in cooperation with the Rhode Island State Department of Health and the Children's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1960
15min sd b&w/c 16mm MP
The method of dental care for mentally retarded children as carried out at the Joseph Samuels Dental Clinic of the Rhode Island Hospital is demonstrated.
Sale: 08913
Dist: 75500

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN (A COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE)
National Association for Retarded Children, U.S.A.*
28min si c 16mm MP
Summer recreation program for mentally retarded children, including games, crafts, music, swimming, special outings, picnics, and parties. Day camp program is possible through cooperation of recreation department, parent group, Kiwanis, and other groups.
Dist: 95375

THE ROAD TO SOMEWHERE
20min sd c 16mm MP
Demonstrates how mentally retarded children, age 6 to 16, are trained to utilize undamaged brain tissue. Shows all phases of training and encourages the parents of mentally retarded children to be optimistic regarding the results.
Dist: 78727
SELLING ONE GUY NAMED LARRY
17min sd b&w 16mm MP
Discusses the work performance of mentally retarded individuals, and shows how they have been employed successfully in a variety of positions.
Dist: 71660

SHAPE OF A LEAF
Perkins School. Produced by Univision Corp., U.S.A.*
27min sd b&w/c 16mm MP
Reveals the sensitive responses and artistic creativity possessed by retarded children when exposed to art training in fields of painting, creative stitching, perception boxes, ceramics, etc.
Sale: 13705

STRANGER IN HIS OWN COUNTRY
Produced by the National Society for Mentally Handicapped Children, England*
30min sd c 16mm MP
Describes the National Hostels and Training Centre set up at Slough, England. Demonstrates that severely mentally handicapped children can acquire social and vocational skills when given appropriate care and training and many can undertake ordinary jobs in the open community.
Dist: 61332

TEACHER OBSERVATIONS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, U.S.A.*
18min sd c 35mm (disc 33⅓rpm 18min) script FS
Compares the normal child with the child with remedial defects which are within the limits of the teacher's observations, such as fatigue and malnutrition, upper respiratory infections, measles, etc.
Dist: 55277 (U.S.A. only); 55285 (U.S.A. only); 55292 (Canada only)

THERE WAS A DOOR
Green Park Productions, England 1959
Deals with the care and treatment of the mentally retarded. It emphasizes the trend in Great Britain today toward treatment, training, and social services within the general community rather than in large and remote institutions. Presents a point of view, not an overall solution. Concerns a mentally retarded son, now a young man and an increasing burden upon his parents.

**THIS IS SLARC (ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI)**
U.S.A.*
17min si c 16mm script MP
Parent-council activities from primary classes to adult workshop, including recreation. Emphasis is placed on the trainable mentally retarded.

**THIS OLD HOUSE**
Produced by Religious Television Associates, U.S.A.*
29min sd b&w 16mm MP
Documents a day at a small community workshop for retarded children in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island: parents and members of the staff discuss problems; shows the children involved in various projects.

**THURSDAY’S CHILDREN**
Beloit Association for Retarded Children. Produced by Robert Thompson, U.S.A. 1966
17min sd c 16mm MP
Shows the establishment of a day-care center for the mentally retarded by parent and community efforts. Tells why the mentally retarded should be trained and uses one child as an example of the value of the program.

**TIME IS FOR TAKING**
Stuart Finley, U.S.A. 1964
23min sd c 16mm MP
Keyed toward encouraging parents of the retarded child, this film was made at Camp Kentan, Middleburg, Virginia, a residential camp for retarded children. Everyday actual events are recorded. The viewer sees youngsters and their skilled counselors overcome problems as they develop in a natural, uninhibited environment.

*Sale:* 83862
*Dist:* 72380

**TIME TO CARE**
PR Films for Invalid Children's Aid Association, British 1967
22min sd b&w 16mm MP

Shows homes of sponsors who look after children with different kinds of physical and mental handicaps, and the case work service where parents are visited and helped to cope with the many problems involved in looking after these children.

*Dist:* 71995

**TO BRIDGE THE GAP**
WCCO-TV. Countryman-Klang Film Productions, Inc., and the National and Minnesota Associations for Retarded Children. Produced by Gerald F. Walsh in cooperation with the Nevin N. Husted Foundation for Handicapped Children, U.S.A. 1967
31min sd b&w 16mm MP

This is a filmed report of a study tour of Scandinavian and English facilities for the mentally retarded made in 1966 by Gerald F. Walsh, Executive Director of the Minnesota Association for Retarded Children.

*Sale:* 56854
*Dist:* 56860

**TO LIGHTEN THE SHADOWS**
J. Anderson. Produced by Southern Illinois University, in cooperation with the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Foundation, U.S.A. 1963
20min sd b&w 16mm MP

Emphasizes that day camp programs for mentally retarded children are an area in need of further development and shows how the potential for normalcy in retarded children may be developed through good recreational opportunities and continuing educational programs.

*Sale:* 42315
*Dist:* 72380; 42315
TO SOLVE A HUMAN PUZZLE
The National Association for Retarded Children, U.S.A.*
18min sd b&w 16mm MP
Explores the problem of mental retardation from the viewpoint
of parents who tell of their personal experiences concerning their
retarded children.
Dist: 59307

TOWARDS A HAPPIER LIFE
England 1959
22min sd b&w 16mm MP
Describes the occupational centres and scheme of training for
Sale: 49483
Dist: 98773

TRAINING THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD
AT HOME
National Film Board of Canada 1965
42fr sd b&w 35mm (disc 33⅓ rpm 18min) FS
Recommends procedures, indicates levels of performance, and
points out potentials when abilities are developed by effective
procedures.
Sale: 42315
Dist: 42315

TUESDAY'S CHILD
National Association for Retarded Children, Inc., U.S.A. 1955
18min sd b&w/c 16mm MP
Story of a 10-year-old retarded child and how a parent group stim-
ulates community action to develop special educational and other
services for retarded children.
Sale: 59307
Dist: 72380; 56875; 06457 thru 06712

WAIMANO TRAINING SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL AND THE
AUXILIARY
Produced by the Health Education Office, Hawaii State Dept. of
Health, U.S.A. 1966

48
Shows volunteer projects and presents activities which have been programmed to meet the needs of the mentally retarded at the State institution in Hawaii.

Dist: 82933

THE WASSAIC STORY
U.S.A.*
30min sd b&w 16mm MP

Describes the Wassaic State Training School at Wassaic, N.Y., and its 4,000 patients, children and adults, who suffer varying degrees of mental deficiency. Among highlights of the film: a visit to a habit-training class for severely retarded youngsters; a session with a mother visiting her 28-year-old son; the disciplinary areas; and a view of the disturbed problem patients in isolation buildings.

Dist: 06457 thru 06712

WITH LOVE AND TEARS
Produced by BBC TV, England*
70min sd b&w 16mm MP

Examines the stress involved in a family with a mentally handicapped child.

Dist: 61332
DISTRIBUTOR LIST

03732
American Medical Association
Motion Picture Library
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

04633
Ames Company, Inc.
Division Miles Laboratories, Inc.
819 McNaughton Avenue
Elkhart, Indiana 46514

05603 through 05763—Contact nearest office

05603
Commanding General
First U.S. Army
Ft. George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755

05632
Commanding General
Third U.S. Army
Atlanta, Georgia 30330

05647
Commanding General
Fourth U.S. Army
Ft. Sam Houston, Texas 78234

05661
Commanding General
Fifth U.S. Army
1660 East Hyde Park Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 60615

05676
Commanding General
Sixth U.S. Army
Presidio, San Francisco,
California 94129

05690
Commanding General
U.S. Army, Europe
APO 403, New York,
New York 09403

05702
Commanding General
U.S. Army, Alaska
APO 949, Seattle,
Washington 98749

05719
Commanding General
U.S. Army, Far East
APO 343, San Francisco,
California 96343

05736
Commanding General
U.S. Army, Pacific
APO 958, San Francisco,
California 96558

05763
Commanding General
U.S. Army Forces
Southern Command
Fort Amador, Canal Zone
06120
Arno Studio A/S
494 Verterport
Meldahlgade 1
Copenhagen V, Denmark

06457 through 06712—Contact nearest office

06457
Association Films, Inc.
25358 Cypress Avenue
Hayward, California 94544

06647
Association Films, Inc.
135 Peter Street
Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada

06497
Association Films, Inc.
561 Hillgrove Avenue
LaGrange, Illinois 60525

06557
Association Films, Inc.
600 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022

06579
Association Films, Inc.
600 Grand Avenue
Ridgefield, New Jersey 07657

06589
Association Films, Inc.
324 Delaware Avenue
Allegheny County
Oakmont, Pennsylvania 15139

06712
Association Films, Inc.
1621 Dragon Street
Dallas, Texas 75207

07500
Audiovision Belge
20 Avenue de l’Armée
Brussels 4, Belgium

07520
Audio Visual Educational Supplies, Ltd.
729 Central Building
Peddar Street
Hong Kong, China

08221
Bailey Films
6509 DeLongpre Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028

08913
Bay State Film Productions
P.O. Box 129
Springfield, Massachusetts 01100

10100
Dr. J. D. Blainey
Department of Experimental Psychology
The Medical School
Birmingham 15, England

11675
British Broadcasting Corporation
Television Enterprises
London, England
11832
British Film Institute
81 Dean Street
London, W. 1, England

11872
British Medical Association
Film Library
British Medical Association
House
Tavistock Square
London, W.D. 1, England

12558
Bundesstaatliche Hauptstelle fur Lichtbild und Bildungsfilm
Sensengasse 3
Vienna 9, Austria

12590
Bureau of Audio—Visual Instruction
1327 University Avenue
P.O. Box 2093
Madison, Wisconsin 53701

13499
University of California Extension
Public Film Rental Library
Film Library Supervisor
2223 Fulton Street
Berkeley, California 94720

13705
Campbell Films
Film Library
Academy Avenue
Saxtons River, Vermont 05154

13793
Canadian Film Institute
1762 Carling Avenue
Ottawa 3, Ontario, Canada

14173
Carousel Films, Inc.
1501 Broadway
New York, New York 10036

14665
Central Health Clinic
Medical Officer of Health
Public Health Department
Tower Hill
Bristol 2, England

14725
Central Office of Information
Hercules Road
Westminster Bridge Road
London, S.E. 1, England

16158
Cinesound Company
915 N. Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California 90038

16783
Henry V. Cobb
Department of Psychology
State University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota 57069

17082
College Film Center
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17139</td>
<td>Colorado State College</td>
<td>Greeley, Colorado 80631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17185</td>
<td>University of Colorado Extension Division</td>
<td>Boulder, Colorado 80302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17392</td>
<td>Columbia University Teachers College Bureau of Publications</td>
<td>New York, New York 10027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17688</td>
<td>Concord Films Council</td>
<td>London N. 4, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17941</td>
<td>Contemporary Films, Inc.</td>
<td>New York, New York 10001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18932</td>
<td>Robert Costa Productions</td>
<td>Los Angeles, California 90041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19492</td>
<td>Crippled Children's Guild of Buffalo, Inc.</td>
<td>Buffalo, New York 14209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20412</td>
<td>University of Dakota</td>
<td>Vermillion, South Dakota 57069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21830</td>
<td>Designs for Medicine</td>
<td>Buffalo, New York 14202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23402</td>
<td>DuArt Film Laboratories</td>
<td>New York, New York 10019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25267</td>
<td>Educational Film Distributors, Ltd.</td>
<td>Toronto 5, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25550</td>
<td>Educational Materials Distributors</td>
<td>Weslaco, Texas 78596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30440</td>
<td>Fletcher Film Productions, Ltd.</td>
<td>Toronto 2, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32555</td>
<td>Gateway Film Productions, Ltd.</td>
<td>Palmers Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>London, N. 13, England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
34273
Gloucestershire Society for Mentally Handicapped Children, Pendlewy Cheltenham
Gloucestershire, England

35053
Mr. Graefe
47 Studholme Court
London, N.W. 3, England

38543
H. J. Ashton Company
Radio and TV Division
Box 2541
Auckland C. 1, New Zealand

40385
University of Illinois
Division of University Extension
Visual Aids Service
Champaign, Illinois 61822

40600
Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, Indiana 47405

42300
International Exchange Committee
National Council of Social Service, Inc.
26 Bedford Square, W.C. 1
London, England

42315
International Film Bureau, Inc.
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604

42420
International Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled
219 East 44th Street
New York, New York 10017

42825
N. H. Isaac, Esq. BSc,
Psychologist
School Psychological Service
Belvoir House
104 Welford Road
Leicester, England

44726
Junior League of Tampa, Inc.
Film Secretary
P. O. Box 10184
Tampa, Florida 33609

48897
Law Joo Ghin Company
M.C.A. Building
67 Ampang Road
Kuala Lumpur
Malaya

49212
Leavesden Hospital
Physician-Superintendent
Abbotts Langley
Nr. Watford, Herts
England
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Organization and Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49483 | Leeds Public Health Department  
25, East Parade  
Leeds 1, England |
| 50947 | Loma Linda University  
Motion Picture Library  
Audio-Visual Service  
Loma Linda, California 92354 |
| 52530 | Eugene McLaughlin  
West Washington Street  
Brainerd, Minnesota 56401 |
| 53578 | Manor Hospital Management Committee  
S.W. Metropolitan Region  
The Manor  
Epsom  
Surrey, England |
| 54533 | Mead Johnson Laboratories  
A Division of Mead Johnson & Company  
2404 W. Pennsylvania St.  
Evansville, Indiana 47721 |
| 55015 | Mental Development Center  
Western Reserve University  
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 |
| 55277 | Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.  
1 Madison Avenue  
New York, New York 10010 |
| 55285 | Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.  
600 Stockton Street  
San Francisco, California 94108 |
| 55292 | Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.  
180 Willington Street  
Ottawa 4, Ontario  
Canada |
| 56854 | Minnesota Association for Retarded Children  
6315 Penn Avenue South  
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423 |
| 56860 | Minnesota Department of Public Welfare Library  
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440 |
| 56875 | University of Minnesota  
Audio-Visual Extension Service  
2037 University Avenue, S.E.  
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 |
| 59307 | National Association for Retarded Children  
420 Lexington Avenue  
New York, New York 10017 |
National Education and Information Films, Ltd.
National House
Tulloch Road
Apollo Bunder
Bombay 1, India

National Film Board of Canada
680 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10019

National Society for Mentally Handicapped Children
5 Bulstrode Street
London, W. 1, England

National Society for Mentally Handicapped Children
North-West Region
1 Brazennose Street
Manchester 2, England

Near East Productions
First Floor—Suite 130
57 Academia Street
Athens 143, Greece

New York University Film Library
26 Washington Place
New York, New York 10008

New Zealand National Film Unit
Publicity Division
P. O. Box 7822
Miramar
Wellington, E. 4, New Zealand

New Zealand National Film Unit
Publicity Division
Tourist & Publicity Department
P. O. Box 5042
Wellington, New Zealand

Northwestern Publishing House
3614 West North Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208

University of Oklahoma Medical Center
Behavior Sciences
Audiovisual Laboratory
Dept. of Psychiatry
800 Northeast 13th Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73104

Ontario Association for Retarded Children
55 York Street
Toronto 1, Ontario
Canada

Orange Grove School
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
68415
Orchard School for Special Education
8600 Gross Point Road
Skokie, Illinois 60077

69105
Pacific State Hospital
Box 100
Pomona, California 91766
Attn: Thomas Ball

69730
Paul L. Brand & Son
Film Rental Library
234 West Broad Street
Falls Church, Virginia 22046

71660
Portland State College
P. O. Box 1151
Portland, Oregon 97207

71995
PR Films for Invalid Children’s Aid Assn.
47 Museum Street
London W.D. 1, England

72055
The Princeton Report
P. O. Box 431
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

72380 and 72380 (R)
(Distribution restricted to:
Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, New Jersey, West
Virginia, North Carolina, and
South Carolina)
Psychological Cinema Register
Audio-Visual Aids Library
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

72490
U.S. Public Health Service
National Medical Audiovisual Center (Annex)
Chamblee, Georgia 30005
Attn: Film Library

75500
Public Relations Dept.
Joseph Samuels Clinic
Rhode Island Hospital
593 Eddy Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

77414
Mr. Rolf Jerving
Royal Norwegian Embassy
25 Belgrave Square
London, S.W. 1, England

78184
The Group Secretary
St. Lawrence’s Hospital
Caterham, Surrey
England
82937
Director, Division of Health Education
State Department of Health
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

82938
Director, Health Education Service
State Board of Health
Topeka, Kansas 66612

82944
Chief, Section of Health Education
Michigan Department of Public Health
3500 N. Logan
Lansing, Michigan 48914

82987
Statens Film Central
The Danish Government Film Office
27, Vesteregade
Copenhagen K, Denmark

83862
Stuart Finley Films
3428 Mansfield Road
Lake Barcroft
Falls Church, Virginia 22041

84812
SWS Educational Films
3031 Kallin Avenue
Long Beach, California 90808

86490
Thorne Films, Inc.
1229 University Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80302

87150
Public Relations Department
The Training School
Vineland, New Jersey 08360

89080
United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc.
321 W. 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

92830
Central Office Film Library
Veterans Administration
Vermont Avenue & H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20025

93280
Vineland Training School
Vineland, New Jersey 08360

93325
Film Production Service
Virginia State Board of Education
Richmond, Virginia 23216

93525
Rehabilitation Services Administrations
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20025
95370  
Western Reserve University  
Audiovisual—Television Facility  
2109 Adelbert Road  
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

95510  
Wexler Film Productions, Inc.  
801 N. Seward  
Los Angeles, California 90038

95510  
The Woodlands School  
Audiovisual Department of  
Mental Health Services  
P. O. Drawer 70  
New Westminster, British Columbia, Canada

96510  
Yeshiva University  
Audio-Visual Center  
526 W. 187th Street  
New York, New York 10033